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Abstract

Passage Retrieval (PR) systems are used as first
step of the actual Question Answering (QA) sys-
tems. Usually, PR systems are traditional informa-
tion retrieval systems which are not oriented to the
specific problem of QA. In fact, these systems only
search for the question keywords. JIRS Distance
Densityn-gram system is a QA-oriented PR system
which has given good results in QA tasks when this
is applied over static document collections. JIRS
is able to search for the question structure in the
document collection in order to find the passages
with the greatest probability to contain the answer.
JIRS is a language-independent PR system which
has been already adapted to a few non-agglutinative
European languages (such as Spanish, Italian, En-
glish and French) as well as to the Arabic language.
A first attempt to adapt it to the Urdu Indian lan-
guage was also made. In this paper, we investi-
gate the possibility of basing on the web the JIRS
retrieval of passages. The experiments we carried
out show that JIRS allow to improve the coverage
of the correct answers re-ranking the snippets ob-
tained with Yahoo search engine.

1 Introduction
A QA system is an application that allows to a user to make
questions in natural language in order to look for the correct
answer in a non-structured document collection. In the mul-
tilingual QA tasks, it is very important to use methodologies
of document (or passage) retrieval as independent of the lan-
guage as possible.

Document or passage retrieval is typically used as the first
step in current QA systems[Corrada-Emmanuelet al., 2003].
In most of the QA systems, classical PR systems are used
[Magnini et al., 2001; Aunimoet al., 2004; Vicedoet al.,
2003; Neumann and Sacaleanu, 2004]. The main problem
of these QA systems is that they use PR systems which are
adaptations of classical document retrieval systems instead
of being oriented to the specific problem of QA. These sys-
tems use the question keywords to find relevant passages.
Other PR approaches are based on Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) [Ahn et al., 2004; Greenwood, 2004; Hess, 1996;

Liu and Croft, 2002]. These approaches have the disadvan-
tage to be very difficult for adaptation to other languages or
to multilingual tasks.

The strategy of Castillo, Brill and Buchholz[Del-Castillo-
Escobedoet al., 2004; Brill et al., 2001; Buchholz, 2001] is
to search the obviousness of the answer in the Web. They run
the user question into a Web search engine (usually Google1)
with the expectation to get a passage containing the same ex-
pression of the question or a similar one. They suppose that
due to the high redundancy2 of the Web, the answer will be
written in different ways but including the complete question
expression. Unfortunately, the matter is that very often the
answer does not appear in a context similar to the question ex-
pression. To increase the possibility to find relevant passages
they make reformulations of the question, i.e., they move or
delete terms to search other structures with the same ques-
tion terms. For instance, if we move the verb of the ques-
tion Who is the President of India?and we delete the ques-
tion termWho, we obtain the querythe President of India is.
Thanks to the redundancy, we might find a passage with the
structurethe President of India isAPJ Abdul Kalam. Brill
makes the reformulations carrying out a Part Of Speech anal-
ysis of the question and moving or deleting terms of specific
morphosyntactic categories. Castillo makes instead the refor-
mulations doing certain assumptions about the verb position
and the prepositional phrases boundaries in the question. The
problem of these systems is that all possible reformulations
of the question are not taken into account.

With the methods used by Brill and Castillo it would be
very costly to realize all possible reformulations since every
reformulation must be searched by search engine.

In this paper we describe the JAVA Information Retrieval
System3 (JIRS) adapted to work on the Web. In order to do
it, JIRS makes use of Yahoo4 search engine in the first steps
and then it re-ranks the returned snippets using the Distance
Densityn-gram model. JIRS showed to be able to return the
most probable snippets containing the answer.

1www.google.com
2Certain repetition of the information contained in the collection

of documents or Web, which allows, in spite of the loss of a part of
the information, to reconstruct its content

3http://jirs.dsic.upv.es/
4http://www.yahoo.com



The remainder of this work is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion 2, the general architecture of the system together withthe
Distance Densityn-gram model is described. In Section 3 the
metric measures are presented. In Section 4 we discuss the
obtained results. Finally, in Section 5 we draw conclusions
and we present some the future works.

2 Description of the JIRS PR system
JIRS Distance Densityn-gram system[Gómezet al., 2006]
makes a systematical search of all question structures in order
to find pieces of text with the greatest probability to contain
the correct answer. In its web-based version, JIRS uses the
Yahoo search engine as first step. Next, it searches all relevant
n-grams in the retrieved snippets and then it rates them ac-
cording to the weight of then-grams appeared in these snip-
pets.

Figure 1: Main structure of JIRS Distance Densityn-gram
system (web-based version)

In Figure 1 we can observe the main structure of the sys-
tem. TheYahoo Search Enginemodule performs a search
with the user question in order to find in the Web the relevant
snippets (i.e., pieces of text) with the question keywords.

With the 1000 most relevant snippets returned by Yahoo,
the system extracts the1-grams,2-grams and so forth up to
then-gram (wheren is the number of question terms). These
n-grams are only compounded by question terms. Then, the
snippet set ofn-grams are compared with the question using
aDistance Densityn-grammodel. This model finds question
structures in the snippets and gives a higher similarity value
to those snippets that contain more grouped structures. This
similarity value is calculated by:
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Let Q be the set ofn-grams ofp composed only by ques-
tion terms. Therefore, we defineP = {x1, x2, ..., xM} as a
sorted subset ofQ that fulfils the following conditions:

1. ∀xi ∈ P :
h(xi) ≥ h(xi+1) i ∈ {1, 2, ..., M − 1}

2. ∀x, y ∈ P : x 6= y ⇒ T (x)
⋂
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whereT (x) is the set of terms of then-gramx, andh(x)
is the function defined by:

h(x) =

j
∑

k=1

wk (2)

wherew1, w2, ..., w|x| are the term weights of then-gram
x and are calculated by:

wk = 1 −
log(nk)

1 + log(N)
(3)

wherenk is the number of passages in which the termtk
occurs andN is the number of system passages. As the cal-
culation of thenk andN values from the Web collection of
documents is very difficult, we approximate these values us-
ing a static document collection. We have used the Spanish
CLEF5 corpus to obtain these values.

According to the Equation 3, each term has different
weight which depends on its relevance. For example, stop-
words have the least relevance and the terms that appear only
once have the most. These weights give an incentive to those
terms which do not appear very often in the document col-
lection. Moreover, the weights should also discriminate the
terms against those (e.g. stopwords) that occur often in the
document collection.

Thed(x, xmax) is a distance factor between then-gramx
and then-gramxmax and it is calculated by:

d(x, xmax) = 1 + ln(1 + L) (4)

whereL is the number of terms (including stopwords) be-
tween then-grams. Therefore, the distance factor is equal to
1 when then-grams appear together and it rises as the dis-
tance increases reducing then-gram weights.

In Figure 2 we can observe an example of this model. The
first snippet contains only one questionn-gram and its simi-
larity value is the sum of its terms divided by the sum of the
weights of all question terms. However, the second snippet
has two questionn-grams. The greatestn-gram is “the Croa-
tia” with a weight of 0.6. The othern-gram is “capital of”
with a weight of 0.3. We would like to emphasise that the
n-grams are formed, only, by question terms and the terms
included in greatern-grams do not can included in othern-
gram less weighted. That is why then-gram “the capital of”
is not taken into account (“the” term is already included into
the greatern-gram “the Capital”). Therefore, the distance be-
tween bothn-grams is equal to 7. Thefore, the “capital of”

5Cross Language Evaluation Forum (http://clef.iei.pi.cnr.it/).



Figure 2: Example of Distance Densityn-gram model

weight decreases to 0.1 due to the distance factor. If we cal-
culate the similarity for both snippets, we obtain the value0.9
for the first snippet and 0.7 for the second one.

In the Distance Densityn-gram model, those snippets
that containn-grams with more relevant terms have greater
weight than others. Thus, if an-gram does not contain one of
the relevant terms, the weight associated with thisn-grams
will be diminished much more than the weight of another
one which does not include a non-relevant term (e.g. a stop-
word). Another characteristic of this model is that the sim-
ilarity value is not affected by the question reformulations.
For instance, then-gram “is the capital of Croatia” will have
the same weight as “the capital of Croatia is” even if does
not contain then-gram for the simple reason that it is formed
by the question terms. This aspect is very important for lan-
guages whose answer expressions are, normally, reformula-
tions of question terms.

The JIRS system was the core PR system of three QA
systems that participated CLEF 2005 and 2006[Monteset
al., 2006; Gómezet al., 2006]. These QA systems obtained
the best results in the Spanish and Italian monolingual tasks
and in the English-Spanish and Spanish-English multilingual
tasks in 2005 and 2006.

3 Evaluation metrics

The experiments detailed in this paper will be evaluated using
a metric known ascoverage(for more details see[Roberts and
Gaizauskas, 2004]).

Let Q be the question set,S the all possible snippets which
we can obtain from Internet,AS,q the subset ofS containing
correct answers toq ∈ Q, andRS,q,n be the topn ranked doc-
uments inS retrieved by the search engine given a question
q.

Thecoverage of the search engine for a question setQ and
the snippet collectionS at rankn is defined as:

coverage(Q, S, n) ≡
|{q ∈ Q|RS,q,n ∩ AS,q 6= ∅}|

|Q|
(5)

The coverage gives the proportion of the question set for
which a correct answer can be found within the topn snippets
retrieved for each question.

Another metric used in the experiments is theMean Recip-
rocal Rank(MRR). This measure was defined in[Voorhees,
1999]. Given a set of questionsQ, the set of snippets col-
lections S, the subsetAS,q of S which contains the cor-
rect answers forq ∈ Q, and the set of the first documents
RS,q,n of S returned for every questionq, so thatRS,q,n =
{sq,1, sq,2, ..., sq,n}, the MRR is defined by:

mrr(Q, S, n) =

∑

∀q∈Q

rr(q, RS,q,n)

|Q|
(6)

whererr(q, RS,q,n) is theReciprocal Rank(RR) that de-
pends on the position of the first returned snippet from the
result list which contains the answer. Or 0 if the answer is not
found in the firstn snippets. This function is defined by:

rr(q, RS,q,n) =

{

1

i
si ∃i|i = min

1≤j≤n
j|sq,j ∈ AS,q

0 otherwise
(7)

The answer redundancygives the average number, per
question, of snippets within topn retrieved snippets which
contain a correct answer. Thefore, the answer redundancy of
a retrieval system for a question setQ and the snippet collec-
tion S at rankn is defined as:

redundancy(Q, S, n) ≡

∑

q∈Q

|RS,q,n ∩ AS,q|

|Q|
(8)

4 Preliminary results
We carried out some preliminary experiments on the 200
questions of the CLEF 2005 Spanish QA task. We consid-
ered two answer collections developed by two human evalua-
tors using different PR systems in order to obtain a wide range
of possible answers for every question. Two different criteria



(a) Strict evaluation (b) Lenient evaluation

Figure 3: Comparison of coverage: JIRS vs Yahoo

were used to make the two answer collections6. The first cri-
terion is astrict approach: we have only taken into account
the answer given by the CLEF evaluators plus also those an-
swers which we made sure that were correct. The second
answer collection was built on the basis of alenientapproach
and it contains also those answers whose correctness could
be arguable because their subjectivity. For instance, for the
question “What is the FARC?”, a strict criterion would be
“Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia” but a le-
nient criterion would “guerrilla group” or “ rebellious group”.

In the Figure 3 we can show the improvement of JIRS
coverage with respect to Yahoo search engine. In the ex-
periments, the strict and lenient evaluations were used. In
both cases, the coverage of JIRS exceeds in a 19% the Yahoo
coverage in the first 20 snippets. Moreover, the improve of
JIRS is radical even in the first 5 retrieved snippets. Unfortu-
nately, the final coverage, for both systems, is not very high.
The experiments we carried out previously over static doc-
ument collections, achieves instead coverage values of 75%
and 90% for the strict and lenient evaluations, respectively
[Gómezet al., 2007]. The poor performance obtained is due
to the fact that the evaluation answers were obtained from the
static CLEF 2005 Spanish corpus (this document collection
is composed of documents of theAgencia EFEfrom 1994
to 1995) whereas using the web it was more likely to find
snippets containing updated answers. For instance, for the
question “Who is the Primer Minister of Spain?” the right
answer in the Agencia EFE collection is “Jośe Maŕıa Aznar”
whereas on the web the actual answer if no specified in 1995,
would be “Jośe Luis Rodŕıguez Zapatero”. Another possi-
ble reason is how snippets are presented by the Yahoo search
engine. In fact, them have incomplete sentences and often
dots are added before that the answer appears. However, in
spite of these inconveniences, we may show that the Distance

6Both sets of answers can be downloaded from
http://jirs.dsic.upv.es.

Density n-gram model of JIRS improves the Yahoo cover-
age, obtaining an improvement of approximately 20% with
respect to the Yahoo search engine.

Table 1 represents the Mean Reciprocal Rank of both sys-
tems and evaluations for the first 5 snippets. In the previous
figure, we can appreciate that the difference in coverage in-
creases with the number of snippets. JIRS obtains a MRR
of 0.07 higher than Yahoo in the first 5 snippets. We believe
the difference between the two MRRs could be even greater
in case of: (i) solving the incompleteness problem of Yahoo
snippets and possibly (ii) building an updated answer collec-
tion.

Strict Lenient
Yahoo 0,105952 0,118459
JIRS 0.179212 0.182796

Table 1: MRR for the first 5 snippets

The redundancy of both systems is showed in the Figure 4.
We can also note the improvement of JIRS redundancy with
respect to Yahoo search engine for both evaluations. JIRS
does not have only a better coverage but it has also more re-
dundancy. In fact, JIRS is able to find one answer more for
every question than Yahoo.

5 Conclusions and Further Work

In this paper we presented the results of some preliminary ex-
periments we carried out in order to investigate the issue of
how JIRS passage retrieved system may to re-rank a search
engine snippets in order to make easier the answer extrac-
tion. We have seen that the Distance Densityn-gram model
of JIRS improves both the coverage and the redundancy of
the answers.



(a) Strict evaluation (b) Lenient evaluation

Figure 4: Comparison of answer redundancy between Yahoo andJIRS

Our system has the advantage to be language-independent
because it is based on processing the question and the pas-
sages without using any knowledge about the lexicon and the
syntax of the corresponding language[Gómezet al., 2005].
For this reason, JIRS is very appropriate to find answers in
the multilingual document collections and, thefore, in the
web. In any non-agglomerative language not many differ-
ences between the question and the answer sentences, our
system should work very well. At the moment of writing this
paper, we are also investigating the possibility of adapting the
JIRS PR system to some of the official Indian language. This
is the aim of the future two-month visit of the first author of
the paper.

As furtherwork we need to overtake the problems we came
across in the web-based version of JIRS searching for the an-
swer in the whole document avoid the problem of incomplete
snippets with dots.

For the near future, we have decided to resolve the prob-
lems which we have found. The first step is to create two
answer collections evaluation by human beings from Inter-
net. In this way, we will be able to evaluate JIRS using up-to
date answers. The second step is to search question structures
using Web pages instead of snippets. Therefore, searching in
the whole document we can avoid the problem of the cut sen-
tences in the snippets.
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